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Sculpture by the Bay Catalogue  

1. Daniel Fisher $42,000 Dance of the Dryads  Steel, cutlery.  

2. Robert Walker $9,500 Life’s Journey  Steel.  
The whale’s tail sculpture titled Life’s Journey is a representation of the journey undertaken by migrating 
whales moving north along the Western Australian coastline to mate and calve. 

3. Nature’s Atelier Early Learning Centre  NFS Snake Skin  Clay.  
The children from the Centre have worked collaboratively to create a clay snake.  Each scale has been 
textured with natural objects found in our bush surrounds. This clay sculpture created conversations 
about snake awareness and safety for our bush programs.  

4. Jordan Spriggs $12,000 The Face Off  Recycled materials. 
A sea turtle takes evasive action as he comes face to face with a toothy Barracuda.  The chase is on!  
Constructed from retired tools, machine parts and recycled fishing gear. 

5. Simon Bolton $5,000 Kiya Waitj  Recycled materials.  
Kiya Waitj or ‘Hello Emu’ was sourced at a farm in Three Springs from old farming machinery and horse 
shoes.  He is made from 100% recycled materials. 

6. Carol Clitheroe $3,300 Stop Take Time to Reflect  Metal, ceramics, recycled materials. 
Our lives have become so busy as we try to balance our personal lives with work, travel, daily tasks and 
family.  Life is short and we must take time to stop and reflect on the simple pleasures, such as a beauti-
ful day or a smile. 

 

      Touch gently       Interactive with care Do not touch 



7. Kane Bluegum $20,000 Invisible Influence  Metal. 
This crystal seed is a vision that came to me at a time of great healing.  Unveiling the path toward truth, 
she pays homage to the energetic and spiritual energies that grid the universe, holding the balance.  

8. Brian Plank $6,750 Living for the Moment    
A representation of the sheer joy experienced by any dog, given the opportunity to run free on the beach 
or in the park, without boundaries. 

9. Adam English $4,500 Ruster Racer  Recycled materials. 
This piece has been constructed from bits and pieces laying around my workshop.  

10. Kirsty Robinson $700 Hope Ascends  Metal, wood.  
Hope Ascends is my way of visualizing the struggle with depression.  When you are depressed you use 
anything to try to build your way out of the void.  It doesn’t always look safe, or feel strong enough to 
support you, but it is what you have. 

11. Voytek Kozlowski $3,600 Unchain Your Heart  Steel, stone.  
Be yourself. Be happy. Be free. 

12. Wayne Smith $8,900 Wedge Tailed Eagle  Steel. 
Inspired by the magnificent Australian Wedgetail Eagle, the artist has captured the bird in flight.   
Molded and formed from 3mm weathering steel. 

13. Jillian Warnock $2,600 Boxed In  Clay, timber, paint. 
Boxed In poses the question whether consciously or unconsciously, a ubiquitous array of digital devices is 
controlling an ever increasing amount of human behavior.  The unprecedented proliferation of  
technological gadgets has become omnipresent.  Molded clay figures represent contemporary humans and 
recycled timber slates painted with text and colour represent internet connections. 

14. Richard Jenkin $10,750 Metal Head  Metal. 
Inspired by the famous Easter Island Heads, this sculpture has an internal framework of 10mm steel round 
bar and an outer skin of 3mm Corten Sheet metal.  It will withstand all weather conditions and the test of 
time, and will improve with age. 

15. Greg Banfield $2,400 Swing  Jarrah, stainless steel, copper. 
The joy of swinging in an open paddock on a tree swing is appreciated by young and old.  This work is from 
jarrah, stainless steel and copper.  The technique of charring, ‘shousugiban’ for affect and durability is 
used. 

16. Kerry Walker $1,950 Are you okay  Wood, concrete, recycled materials. 
This piece was inspired by The Blue Tree Project, and the emotion evoked at the sight of painted blue trees 
appearing across the Western Australian landscape.  The piece is constructed from recycled  
materials, concrete and wood from a Tuart tree. 

17. Margaret Rees $1,450 Sports Nut  Plastic, ceramics.  
The Sports Nut juggles the rolling ball which is a testimony to his passion for the physical skill of sportsmen 
and women around the globe. 

18. Merrilyn Whisson $950 Mere Kats  Recycled materials.  
At the Perth Zoo the meerkats enclosure has been created using colours and objects found in their  
natural environment.  I tried to replicate this in my sculpture, as well as reflecting on the meerkats’ 
uniqueness using different medium, colours, textures and natural materials. 



19. Robert Turner $2,200 Seahorse Sentinel  Iron.  
Inspired by our wonderful under water marine creatures on my many years of diving along our West 
Australian coastline.  I first sighted these delicate sea horses in the grass beds of the Dunsborough coast 
at age 17.  Made from 1920’s iron twist posts. 

20. Alan Meyburgh $3,950 Pelicans in Formation  Recycled materials.  
Pelicans are synonymous with Dunsborough and are a symbol of the natural beauty of our coastline.  I 
believe in making sculptures that are engaging and appealing to the viewer and this series made from 
recycled materials demonstrates my commitment to the environment. 

21. Jake Coghlan $8,400 Living With You  Recycled material, plant material.  
Living With You is a sculpture of a Jersey Cow made from reo-bar salvaged from an industrial site, cov-
ered in the native Hardenbergia creeper, which creates a living sculptural form.  While playful, the sculp-
ture is also a comment on industrial waste and nature’s triumph. 

22. John Sanders $18,000 Special Bond 
A Special Bond between a soldier and his horse during a very difficult time in their lives.  A small gesture 
showing unconditional love and respect for his horse, by letting him drink fresh water that has come out 
of a well, from his slouch hat.   

23. James Horsley $3,650 A Change of Climate  Recycled materials. 
‘Strewth, it’s getting hot up here in Wyndham!’ said Russell.  ’Sure is darl, we need a sea change’ said 
Edweena.  So they packed their bags and boarded the Leeuwin current in search of cooler seas in Duns-
borough.  

24. Kay Manolas $1,850 Under the Sea  Ceramic, metal.  
I am new to the art form of ceramics and specialize mainly in hand building objects of nature.  This totem 
was inspired from being on the ocean, and my daily walks on the beach. 

25. Ryan Shaw & Mitchell Walker $5,000 Clever Girl  Wood. 
 Emerging from the ground, Clever Girl is a discarded object as well as a forgotten relic.  Washed up from 
a place far away, slowly being revealed with the passage of time. 

26. Lesley Barrett $3,000 Gone Metal, copper. 
There will come a day when the only way to remember our ‘disappearing’ wildlife will be the images 
created by our memories—and even they will fade with time.  

27. Greg Gelmi $2,950 Next Germination  Steel.  
Seeds of life in varied forms chain the artist’s ideas of rebirth.  Scattered by the winds of time, falling to 
the ground in a dance, and once again unites with the soil so new life begins. 

28. Larissa Izakovic $6,500 Big Things Grow  Steel and glass.  
Big Things Grow is a continuation from my Small Sculpture entry, From Little Things.  From little things—
big things grow.  The seedling has pushed out of the earth, grown to maturity and bears the fruit of  
creation. 

29. Lily Mercer $1,200 Mammung Niralee Blue?  Clay.  
Big old blue, the largest living animal on Earth has long been the inspiration for stories and art.  I love 
working with textures and colours to tell the story of Australian fauna and what could be more appropri-
ate for the shores of Dunsborough. 

30. Simon Youngleson $9,900 Alone   
This sculpture is part of a series exploring shared human experience. Alone is a moment of connection 
with all things. 



31. Chris Harding $1,600 On the Horizon  Wood, copper.  
Inspired by a yacht’s main sail and jib on the turquoise waters of Geographe bay, set in ‘goosewing’ posi-
tion to sail downwind with speed and elegance.  Constructed from carved, recycled oak and recycled, pati-
nated copper pipe. 

32. Corinne Berset $1,200 Facing the Ocean   
Expression of a woman, free, facing the ocean’s wind, feeling the force of nature and beauty.   

33. Justin Webb $3,333 To the Moon  Metal.  
Rising from the depths (bull run). Breaching the surface (breaking through resistance). Gravity affected for 
just a moment (head and shoulders). Look away and you’ll miss it (crashhh).  The whales are running this 
show. 

34. Genevieve Mardon $2,840 Planet Castle Rock 
 Planet Castle Rock is about the random puzzle of life that brings people to places.  This fragile landscape 
holds timeless memories for my family from the early 1920’s.  I’m driven to return each year to capture the 
beauty and connect to my family. 

35. Bruce Szann $2,000 Blowout by the Bay  Metal. 
A beach thong blowout on a hot summer day.  With the scorching sand beneath your feet your old reliables 
bite the dust.  A classic Australian tale.  Have you been there? 

36. Lee Potter $5,500 Letter Box  Steel. 
I am a self taught artist working with steel and have been sculpting for over three decades.  Known for my 
works of connecting geometric shape with organic form that represent dichotomies between true and 
false, realist and idealist, natural and artificial. 

37. Dunsborough Primary School NFS Flock  Recycled materials. 
Students have recycled materials that were surplus to industry to create a fantastic flight of birds.  

38. Greg James $23,400 Raft of Runners  Metal, wood, recycled materials. 
 After a long journey this raft of runners is looking forward to settling on a comfortable lake where they can 
share their innate sense of joy.  Wherever they land they are sure to bring a smile to all who behold them. 

39. Dennis Wilson $4,850 Magpies’ Melody  Metal. 
The Magpie is described as one of Australia’s most accomplished songbirds and has an array of complex 
vocalisations.  It is a familiar bird of parks, gardens and farmland and has adapted well to human  
habitation. 

40. Rod Barnes $5,000 Toxic  Surf  Recycled materials. 
Appalled by horrific visions of hectares of plastic waste polluting our oceans I felt compelled to make a 
statement, yet at the same time struggled with the hypocrisy of using stuff that could be better recycled.  
The brave, metal surfer a symbol of hope and sustainability. 

41. Christine Moran $2,000 Jelly Babies  Recycled materials. 
Jellyfish come from the sea.  These jelly babies mostly come from the sea too, with a bit of support from 
other recycled materials. 

42. Maurice Rosbotham $12,000 Seagull with a Chip   
Reverse outlook of sitting on the beach eating chips. 

43. Jodie Ditchburn $1,500 Louis Making Music  Recycled materials. 
 Music is much like making sculptures.  First the ideas. Next the hard work and persistence.  Finally JOY for 
those who Listen and See, for the Musician and Artist alike.  



44. Anne Grotian $980 Vessel Perhaps  Stoneware clay.  
I am more known for my figurative work, but I work with abstract forms too.  What is the function of a 
vessel nowadays? What might they contain? I hardly ever thought of flowers. Coiled stoneware clay, high 
fired. 

45. Shanti Gelmi $1,200 Dementia is in the Detail   
Interconnected existences where identity and behavior are entwined become further influenced by neuro-
logical breakdowns, like those experienced by dementia patients.  Such changes influence our understand-
ing of personality and intent, and influence our self identify and cause a reconstruction of our relationships. 

46. Andrew Wilmott $35,000 Scrappy  Recycled metal.  
My inspiration for Scrappy the Australian Sea Lion comes from my love of the ocean and my home town of 
Rockingham where a colony of these majestic mammals live. Made tangible from scrap metal and my  
passion for metal art. 

47. Cornerstone Christian College NFS Bird Stories  Cardboard, paper, wire. 
Everyone has a bird story.  Hare you ever been chased by a swan? Kept pet chickens? Or tried to out  
peddle a magpie? Birds are important to our environment, but they are also important characters in our 
life stories and identity.  What’s your bird story? 

48. Peter Moir $4,500 Windmills of my Mind  Metal.   
Round like a circle in a spiral, like a wheel within a wheel.  Never ending or beginning on an ever spinning 
reel.  Like a snowball down a mountain, or a carnival balloon.  Like a carousel that’s turning, running rings 
around the moon.  Like a clock whose hands are sweeping past the minutes of its face.  And the world is 
like an apple whirling silently in space.  Like the circles that you find in the windmills of your mind! 

49. Sandy Chambers $2,500 Feeding Nemo  Hologram.  
This hologram of a mermaid is one of many done by the 93 year old artist in the past as a contribution to 
Public Art in various places. 

50. Martin Ringer $1,200 Les Relations Compliquées   Limestone. 
 This piece in Redgate limestone, invites the viewer to muse about the complexity of relationships in fami-
lies and in society. 

JMW People’s Choice Award 

Don’t forget to vote for your favourite large sculpture. Voting slips and voting box-

es at  Information Tents, Seymour Park and Foreshore.  

The winning artist is awarded $500. 

 

 
Sales Sculpture by the Bay 

All Sales  of work at the Sales Tent, Seymour Park from Saturday following the Awards  

Ceremony on Saturday morning  Eftpos facilities available. Purchasers must contact  

the Artist to arrange  collection from the foreshore from  

2.30pm Monday 2 March. 



101. Karen Seaman $200 Remnant  w15xd15xh30  Synthetic polymer, found objects, wood, glass, metal 
patinas. 
Remnant  is a collection of small works that look at the bits of nature we leave undisturbed.  Due to habitat 
destruction, these fragile remnants are becoming more precious and need to be revered.  They may hold 
the key to our future. 

102. Diana Morrell-Kaser $500 Eclectic Love w15x10dxh45 Wood, bark, natural fibres, stone, clay. 
Walking in the bush, admiring flowers and trees, little bugs, butterflies, glimpses of sky, the sun,  
connections…. A world full of diversity collaborating in peace. 

103. Colin Pratt $190 Coral Shelf w24xd23xh20 Encaustic wax and mallee root. 
The fascinating variety of shapes and structures that corals present in underwater vistas—demonstrated 
using natural materials, encaustic beeswax and mallee root. 

104. Kashmir Rouw $1,800 The Biospheres w40xd40xh60  Limestone 
The essence of our landscape are patterns; a fabric that shapes our life forms.  Limestone is a substrate that 
holds these geometric principals composed of shell fragments from millions of years evolution.  It seems 
very natural to express spirals in shell limestone.  They are the early spiral life forms that compose our  
landscape. 

105. John Flesher $990 Of Beauty Rich and Rare w30xd30xh50 Steel, local granite gneiss, gold leaf, paint, 
wood. 
Symbolising the wealth we derive from the thin crust of our rocky planet. 

106. Kane Bluegum $11,500 Ascension Lines w22xd22xh35 316 Marine grade stainless steel 
Inspired by ancestral wisdom, this work carries a multitude of deeper meanings.  These Kaitiaki, animal 
guardian spirits, are considered teachers, protectors and guides for living in harmony with nature, each 
other and the natural flow of nature within ourselves. Made by hand. Crafted with heart. 

107. Ryan Shaw and Mitchell Walker $1,000 Clever Girl #2 w20xd40xh30 Marri veneered plywood,  
Stainless steel fixings, sealant. 
Clever Girl is a discarded object as well as a forgotten relic, washed up from a place far away, or slowly  
being revealed with the passage of time. 

Small Sculpture Prize Catalogue  



108. Shiara Astle $400  Spiral  w11xd14xh16  Galvanised steel wire. 
Inspired by rain in headlights Spiral captures those individual moments that only seem to exist in those 
beams of light, and spotlights our ever growing sense of living in the moment.  

109. Lee Potter $495 The Only One w40xd40xh55  Pressed tin, steel plate, galvanized steel rod. 
Geometric shapes connect with organic forms to represent dichotomies between true and false; realist and 
idealist; natural and artificial. 

110. Larissa Izakovic $550 From Little Things  w20xd25xh30  Stained glass, copper, solder, wood. 
From Little Things depicts the beginning.  The seed has awoken and has pushed through the earth to begin 
the journey to actualizing the inherent potential contained within.  Follow the seedling’s journey in the 
Sculpture by the Bay exhibition. 

111. Anne Grotian $900 Small Footprint  w27xd12xh50  Stoneware clay. 
It is not enough to demonstrate.  We as human beings have to reduce our footprints; electricity,  
consumption, urban space, mobility and humans.  

112. Corinne Berset $1,000 Man with a Coat  w9xd9xh22 Bronze. 
Man in the city walking to the train station on a cold winter morning.  

113. Simon Youngleson $3,000 The Hug   w9xd9xh56 Bronze, wood.  
This sculpture is part of a series exploring shared human experiences.  The Hug is an intimate moment  
beyond words.  

114. Amber Janowicz $2,200 Where do the Children Play  w20xd15xh50  Recycled car parts, copper  
washers, brass pipe, plaster, gold paint. 
In the 18th century philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau warned about the repercussions of the industrial 
revolution removing children from natural environments, affecting opportunities to play, to grow and  
therefore to learn.  In this the age of the internet revolution, where do your children play? 

115. Francoise Ringer $350 Rencontre w35xd21xh50   Terracotta clay, white paper clay, rusted steel rod, 
marri. 
The representation of an encounter between the two whimsical figures allows the viewer to imagine what 
might emerge from their conversation. 

116. Vicky Small  $480 Pink Salt Lake   w30xd30xh20  Fritt-de-verre glass, natural materials, leather. 
The attractive vision of a pink salt lake on the landscape belies the loss of native species, ecological  
communities and native vegetation. Inscribed in plaster before firing with glass powder which depicts  
fragility, the pink layer is  enlarged  salt crystal cellular structures,  the white layer the dying roots of  
vegetation and the environment represented by natural materials. 

117. Chris Harding  $680 Flint   w12xd18xh47  White beech wood. 
A stylised contemporary piece representing the balanced form of a Neolithic, knapped flint spear head.  
Carved from white beech timber and mounted on a Jarrah and Victorian Ash plinth.  

118. Greg Banfield  $760 Withered Jarrah Leaf   w2xd14xh60  Jarrah hardwood, metal. 
Jarrah leaves that have fallen and sit on the ground become skeletal in their appearance.  This work in  
Jarrah aims to show the fragility and form of a leaf that once was a very efficient CO2pump.  The fibres 
show as a network of transportation, and illustrate hardwood density.  

119. Sue Smorthwaite $985 In Case I Forget   w40xd40xh60  Merino wool, found objects, thread, wire. 
Where did the old myth of tying a piece of string around your finger to remind you of something come 
from?...I can’t remember!  Each hand felted, knotted rope is my way of preventing personal ideas and 
thoughts from escaping.  Reminders, until I can act upon them. 



120. John Sanders $5,500 Remembrance w38xd40xh50  Recycled metal. 
Poppies holding up a slouch hat in remembrance of the Fallen. 

121. James Horsley $480 King Protea  w40xd40xh20 Recycled mild steel. 
Named after Proteus, the son of Poseidon, who was defiant and preferred to rest on the island of Pharos 
than to prophesize to others.  Proteus would change his shape to avoid recognition.  Now, Protea flowers 
are often considered as a symbol of change and transformation.  

122. Carol Clitheroe $770 Nurture  w40xd30xh60 Clay, copper, inner tube, acrylic paint. 
The inspiration for this sculpture came from the sad story of land developers clearing trees for a new  
subdivision.  An Aboriginal elder asked them to wait another month as birds were nesting.  Unfortunately 
they did not listen and cleared the land….. Young, unfledged Carnaby Cockatoos were found dead after-
wards 

123. Penelope Elliott $330 Homage to Bonnard  w19xd18xh36 Stoneware paper clay, coloured slips, silver-
ware 
The French Intimist Pierre Bonnard has always been an artist whom I greatly admire.  It therefore seemed 
natural that when a swaying skirt on an elegant figure, Andree his sister, beside a dog, painted by him in 
1890 caught my eye, I was compelled to recreate her in the wonderfully flexible medium of clay. 

124. Justin Webb $550 Gravity Waves  w27xd10xh28  Recycled metal, found objects. 
As Einstein predicted in 1916 gravity waves exist and are known to be stretching and compressing the fabric 
of space and time.  Neutron stars create ripples and black holes absorb them. 

125. Kate Hopkinson $320 Ocean Mist Vessel  w12xd16xh40  Raku clay, glaze, Peacock feathers. 
Handcrafted and traditionally Raku fired dry vessel.  Organically shaped to offset nature’s gifts. Coloured to 
match the ocean mist.  

126. Nerissa Milne $130 Mother Nature’s Playground  w30xd30xh30  Resin, pigments, acrylic diamonds. 
Inspired by the beautiful beaches in Western Australia, this resin art piece molded during the curing pro-
cess, represents the raw power and beauty of the force of nature and the joy experienced playing in the 
waves.  

127. Emma Headley $220 Plastic Consumption  w34xd34xh10  Wire, plastic wrapping straps, recycled  
aluminium 
For turtles and many other marine creatures becoming entangled in plastic debris can be harmful; they are 
often mistaking plastic rubbish as food.  Ingesting these things cause internal injuries which can often result 
in death. 

128. Kay Manolas $380 Geographe Bay Whales  w22xd32xh14  Ceramics 
I have been inspired by the magnificent whales that I encounter in the Geographe Bay.  It is wonderful to 
see them returning in such large numbers. 

129. Elizabeth Mercer $600 Are we there yet?  w10xd10xh30  Fine white Australian porcelain. 
Kanga and roo on a road trip with roo expressing the well versed phrase Are we there yet? and mother  
patient as ever.  Porcelain is perfect for adding bush inspired designs and creating expressions with emo-
tions and panache. 

130. Alan Meyburgh  $590 Free as Tern  w40xd40xh60  Recycled mild steel, recycled wood. 
The globe trotter Terns have been recorded to have travelled 81,000km in one year; a symbol of freedom 
and global environmental conservation.  Made entirely from recycled materials, these oceanic birds  
symbolise freedom, the round base the earth.  



131. Greg James  $3,300 Bolte  w10xd10xh60  Bronze. 
Bolte is inspired by our Indian Runner Duck that amuses and delights us. 

132. Lesley Barrett $800 Begone!  w16xd27xh29  Stainless steel nuts, bronze. 
Begone! And let me live in peace.  

133. Brendan Booth $4,000 She Is  w15xd15xh50  Western Australian Blackbutt burl. 
Magnificent rare Blackbutt burl from Yelverton.   

134. Christine Moran $120 Quiet Dignity  w25xd25xh60  Recycled electrical wire, building materials, rope, 
shells, fishing line. 
Jelly fish are quiet creatures but have a dignity of their own. 

135. Rochelle La’Brooy-McIver $300 The Keeper  w5x35xh35  Soapstone. 
My love of fantasy as a child has grown into a love of creating things that might be ‘hiding in the bottom of 
my garden’ This piece The Keeper is my interpretation of a being who protects and keeps the bush safe for 
its inhabitants.  

136. Leonie Ladhams $1,500 New Life  w10x10xh25  Soapstone. 
This sculpture expresses the essence of birth and the creation of a new life which brings about anticipation 
and joy. 

137. Nita Pratt $185 Octavia Owl  w10x20xh30  Hebel—aerated autoclaved concrete 
An Owl is considered to represent a deep connection with Wisdom, Good Judgement and Knowledge. 

138. Paul Fontanini $1,700 Water Lilies  w31x31xh18  Resin, Mallee burl, Damascus steel, mild steel, brass. 
I like to blend many different materials and play with different textures, contrasting the  
smoothness of the resin with the natural oiled finish on wood and the hammered texture of the forged 
steel.  

Christian Fletcher Gallery People’s Choice Award 

Don’t forget to vote for your favourite small sculpture. Voting slips and 

voting boxes at  Information Tents, Seymour Park, Foreshore and Gallery.  

The winning artist is awarded $500. 

 

 
Sales Small Sculpture Prize 

All Sales  of work at the Sales Tent, Seymour Park from 9am Saturday morning.  

Eftpos facilities available. Purchasers must contact the Artist to arrange  

collection from the Gallery from 2.00pm Monday 2 March. 


